Gg1 horn

It was one of the most popular electric locomotive ever. Beginning in the early s, the
Pennsylvania received the FF-1 but decided it was too slow for passenger trains and was
relegated to heavy freight service. Both companies delivered their prototypes to the PRR in
August Both locomotives had the distinctive streamlining, but was the only unit ever to have a
riveted body, giving rise to the nickname "Old Rivets". The last GG1 was retired by New Jersey
Transit in and most have been scrapped, but 16 of these engines remain in museums. None will
ever run again given the removal of the transformers upon retirement, for these were revealed
to contain dangerous materials known as PCB's; that was one of the factors for the GG1's
demise, apart from bogie and frame cracks. This wiki. This wiki All wikis. Sign In Don't have an
account? Start a Wiki. Trivia [ edit edit source ] The engineer's cab had a 21 position controller
for applying voltage to the motors. In the mid s, they received the L5 electric which had third rail
power supply at the time. In , locomotive was painted in patriotic colors to celebrate the United
States Bicentennial celebrations. The GG1s were primarily designed to pull passenger trains,
but they were also used for freight service. In , the paint scheme was changed to tuscan red;
three years later, the pinstripes were simplified to a single stripe and large red keystones were
added. Both companies delivered their prototypes to PRR in August The first designer for the
GG1 project was industrial designer Donald Roscoe Dohner, who produced initial scale styling
models, although the completed prototype looked somewhat different. On January 15th, ,
locomotive , hauling the Federal Express , overran the station platform and crashed into the
station concourse, falling through the floor and into the basement of the station. Although
nobody was killed, 43 people were injured in the accident. The accident was caused by a brake
defect on one of the passenger cars in the consist. In later years, after when locomotive hauled
the Golden Spike Centennial Limited the locomotive became Amtrak Penn Central went
bankrupt in and its freight operations were later assumed by government-controlled Conrail,
which used 68 GG1s in freight service until the end of electric traction in Both locomotives
featured a center-cab, bi-directional, design. Roosevelt from Washington, D. GG1s delivered 4,
hp, but could reach 8, hp for short bursts. It made a round trip from D. Kennedy's funeral train.
On about 40 units, the air intakes were moved to a position under the pantographs. Timetable
speed limit for the GG1 was mph until October when some were allowed mph for a couple of
years; when Metroliner cars were being overhauled in the late s, GG1s were again allowed mph
for a short time when pulling Amfleet cars on trains scheduled to run See Also [ edit edit source
] Gallery. Categories :. Cancel Save. Universal Conquest Wiki. FandomShop Newsletter
GalaxyQuest. I've been considering trying to mount a Williams TruBlast horn in it. But I've never
actually seen a TruBlast in the flesh, and I don't know if there'd be room for it inside the GG-1's
body. I liked the sound so much, I'm ordering the True Blast sound card for a diesel installation
I'm working on. Azflyer, I like your idea of using a smaller third-party speaker. What is a "sound
enhancer," though? I beleive its a round piece of plastic to direct the sound. It just worked out
great by putting the tender shell back on the chassis. You have to play around with speaker,
this time I just got lucky by staying with an 8 ohm 2 watt speaker for the True Blast sound card.
There is a lot of self-enclosed speakers made for HO, S, and O scale model railroading. It
measures 28 mm x 28 mm square. The speaker is only 13 mm deep and its self-enclosed. This
would be a great fit for an S-Scale installation. You can go larger or smaller depending on the
scale your working in. Just stick with the 8 ohm 2 watt speaker in using with this sound board. If
it is the full size, or scale GG-1 you may have room after removing the old horn unit and
installing the T. The only thing about the True Blast 2 horn, is that you have either diesel or
steam to choose from, no horn for an electric locomotive. Diesels and electrics usually use the
same type of horn. I have done this and it works great. Just make sure that you place the
speaker in the correct position. There should already be a speaker opening in the chassy. I had
to mount the TB II speaker on the side of the shell to get it to fit. It works great and is very easy
just locate the hot and ground on the reverse board for an easy power connection. No
pre-existing speaker opening in the chassis and no reverse board. I my self really don't care for
the TB II as it is a set sequence but other do so all I say thats up to the owner. I like the
availability to put my own signals out right or wrong lol. If it turns out your speaker is too big
you may have to mount it on its side in the sound enhancer which still will be fine. I put the TB II
in a tender once and it was fine and did a good job. Turn the speaker with the open portion of
the speaker facing up instead of down when mounting it to the side of the shell. The sound will
be projected up instead of down. If you cannot find anywhere to put the TB II circuit board
mount it to the top with some doubled sided foam tape. It has a pretty thin profile and shouldn't
touch anything. This is the way I have it in mine. I have had it this way over a year and still
holding strong. The SoundCommander gave you horn, bell, and generator noises. Product DHB
Our community is FREE to join. To participate you must either login or register for an account.
Login or Register. Tru-Blast horn in GG1? Order Ascending Order Descending. Member since

March posts. Posted by arkady on Friday, April 13, AM. Has anyone successfully done this?
Posted by phillyreading on Friday, April 13, PM. Not sure if you have enuff room for the True
Blast 2 horn. Member since July From: Arizona posts. Posted by azflyer on Friday, April 13, PM.
It worked great with 8 Ohm , 2 watt speaker. Posted by arkady on Friday, April 13, PM. Member
since April From: South Carolina 9, posts. Posted by rtraincollector on Friday, April 13, PM.
When I'm ready to start tackling this project, I'll post the results here. Member since June From:
Way out West posts. Can't stop working on the railroad! Posted by arkady on Monday, April 16,
PM. Posted by rtraincollector on Monday, April 16, PM. Good luck. Posted by phillyreading on
Tuesday, April 17, AM. Posted by lionelsoni on Friday, April 20, AM. Member since January
From: Colchester, Vermont 1, posts. Posted by azflyer on Saturday, April 28, PM. Join our
Community! Search the Community. Find us on Facebook. Posted by rtraincollector on Friday,
April 13, PM I beleive its a round piece of plastic to direct the sound. Posted by azflyer on
Friday, April 13, PM arkady Azflyer, I like your idea of using a smaller third-party speaker. Kevin
Can't stop working on the railroad! Posted by rtraincollector on Monday, April 16, PM arkady if I
remember correctly you should have plenty of room in there to mount all you want. Posted by
phillyreading on Tuesday, April 17, AM Diesels and electrics usually use the same type of horn.
Posted by RRaddict on Friday, April 20, AM Turn the speaker with the open portion of the
speaker facing up instead of down when mounting it to the side of the shell. Most have been
scrapped, but several are in museums. The GG1 was 79 feet 6 inches The frame of the
locomotive was in two halves joined with a ball and socket joint, allowing the locomotive to
negotiate sharper curves. The body rested on the frame and was clad in welded steel plates.
The control cabs were near the center of the locomotive on each side of the main oil-cooled
transformer and oil-fired train-heating boiler. This arrangement, first used on the Modified P5
class, provided for greater crew safety in a collision and for bi-directional operation of the
locomotive. In operation the leading pantograph was usually kept lowered and the trailing
raised to collect current, since if the rear pantograph failed it would not strike the forward
pantograph. Transformers between the two cabs stepped down the 11, V to the voltages needed
for the traction motors and other equipment. Instead, the sound of the traction motors varies
directly with the speed. In real life, little is heard above the humming sound of the blowers that
run constantly - electrics are a lot quieter than diesels! This sound project has been assembled
from Digitrax-supplied sound clips as well as new sounds from custom recordings. Some
engine sound recordings by Alex Stroshane, copyright This sound project was designed for the
GG 1 locomotives built for the Pennsylvania railroad. This project was put together using good
video and film footage of this Loco in action in different locations. The horns where a hard
target to get, but they are original GG1 sounds. I have used other sound recordings in certain
places as it was difficult to get all originals. Because the throttle of an electric locomotive is
continuous, with no "notch" positions, there is no semi-auto or manual notching functionality in
this project. With Digitrax Sound FX decoders and downloadable sound project files. Digitrax
offers a wide variety of Sound FX decoders to fit many different locomotives. Join The Digitrax
User Group. Become Our Fan On Facebook! Follow Us On Twitter! Digitrax, Inc. There are 2
Sound Projects for this Locomotive. GG1 Electric Locomotive 2 8 bit project. GG1 Pennsylvania
Electric Locomotive 8 bit project. Sound Decoders Digitrax offers a wide variety of Sound FX
decoders to fit many different locomotives. Click here for Digitrax Sound FX decoders. Submit
your Sound Projects Use our submission form to submit your Sound Projects Click here to
submit your sound project. Skip to main content. Related: lionel gg1 mth gg1 ps3 railking gg1
williams gg1 mth prr ross custom switch mth bridge mth amtrak harley badboy mth mth
pennsylvania passenger cars mth virginian. Include description. Electric Locomotive 22 Items
Diesel Locomotive 4 Items 4. Not Specified 13 Items C Mint-Brand New 3 Items 3. C-8 Like New 7
Items 7. C-7 Excellent 12 Items Not Specified 14 Items Light Function 15 Items Painted 15 Items
Sound Function 15 Items Limited Edition 11 Items Advertising Specimen 1 Items 1. Not
Specified 20 Items Red 9 Items 9. Green 7 Items 7. Gold 3 Items 3. Multi-Color 3 Items 3. Silver 3
Items 3. Black 2 Items 2. State of Assembly. Unassembled Kit 1 Items 1. Not Specified 22 Items
Age Level. Not Specified 33 Items Yes 2 Items 2. No 5 Items 5. Not Specified 32 Items Cast Iron 1
Items 1. Plastic 1 Items 1. Pressed Steel 1 Items 1. White Metal 1 Items 1. Not Specified 35 Items
MTH 38 Items Williams 1 Items 1. New 14 Items Used 25 Items Please provide a valid price
range. Buying Format. All Listings Accepts Offers Auction 3. Buy It Now Item Location. US Only.
North America. Delivery Options. Free International Shipping. Show only. Free Returns. Returns
Accepted. Authorized Seller. Completed Items. Sold Items. Authenticity Guarantee. More filters
Any Condition New Used. Any Free International Shipping. Gallery View Customize. Buy It Now.
Shipping not specified. Leave feedback about your eBay search experience - opens in new
window or tab. This page was last updated: Feb Number of bids and bid amounts may be
slightly out of date. See each listing for international shipping options and costs. Since , the

GG-1 electric locomotive has been a staple item in Lionel's product line. In this article we will
briefly describe each of Lionel's 24 different GG-1s, the characteristics of each model, and the
relative rarity of each item. The GG-1 was the culmination of the Pennsylvania Railroad's search
for a high-speed, high-horsepower locomotive to operate on its Washington-New York main
line, which was in the process of being completely electrified in the mids. The first GG-1 was
built in , just a year before the electrification project was completed. A total of GG-1s were built
between and With top speeds of over mph and the ability to generate up to horsepower, the
GG-1 was a marvel of its time. After the war, the GG-1 continued to form the backbone of
Pennsy's electric passenger power, and as passenger ridership started to decline in the late s,
the GG-1s began to gravitate to freight work. The first GG-1s were retired in the mids, and they
passed from the Pennsylvania to Penn Central, Conrail and Amtrak during the late s and s. All
were retired by A surprising 16 remain in existence, spread around various railroad museums
throughout the eastern United States. The name 'GG-1' is derived from the Pennsylvania's
locomotive identification system. Like most railroads of the time, the PRR assigned letters to
steam locomotive wheel arrangements-for example, 'A' was used for s, 'K' for s, and 'I' for s. The
railroad applied the steam designations to its electrics, and the railroad considered the GG-1's
arrangement to actually be two s coupled back to back. Thus, 'GG-1' was born. There was no
'GG-2'; the Pennsylvania was perfectly happy with the design and never sought to redesign or
enhance the engine during its production run. Lionel's first GG-1 was catalogued in , and three
more models followed during the s. The GG-1 was catalogued in the Postwar Era in In the joined
Lionel's roster at the head of a set including three Madison-type passenger cars. In and the
GG-1 was also catalogued with freight cars. The is unique for several reasons. First, it is the
only Lionel GG-1 with one motor. Also, it has a horn unique to this engine. Unlike all other
Postwar-Era Lionel engines whose horn is a door alarm powered by a D-cell battery, the has a
plastic box with a small peg inside of it, which vibrates when activated by the whistle controller
on the transformer. Because of its three-year production run, the is a relatively common engine
as GG-1s go. The also has many minor variations, due to running changes made by Lionel
during the early parts of the production run. Many s have been restored. This is because the
lettering was all applied using a rubber stamp, and over the years exposure and handing have
slowly rubbed the stripes off. A with complete, intact stripes is rare. Also, many have been
restriped but not relettered. An original will usually have 'weaker' striping around the middle of
the engine, in the places where the engines are usually picked up and held. If the stripes are
perfect and the engine is being advertised as original, great caution is recommended. The
engine pictured above is the finest original we have had at Trainz. In Lionel completely
redesigned the GG-1, giving it two motors and the same horn found in its popular F-3 diesels.
This new and improved GG-1 also received Lionel's Magnetraction feature, also introduced in
The model also got a new number, One of the most powerful Postwar engines ever made, the
and the other dual-motored GG-1s can pull a enormous number of cars. Included in only one set
for one year, the is the rarest of the Postwar GG-1s. The 's instruction sheet is also unique, as it
is one of the few Postwar-era sheets with an actual picture of the locomotive instead of a
drawing. Like the , many s have been restriped. However, unlike the , the s numbers and letters
were heat-stamped, so they usually hold up quite well. Also be aware that s can suffer battery
damage, if the D cell that powers the horn was left inside the engine. The battery is located on
the end, so check around the front and rear trucks carefully. After , Lionel dropped the GG-1 and
did not reintroduce it until 5 years later. Mechanically identical to the , the new was available in
two color schemes-Tuscan red with gold stripes and green with gold stripes The tuscan model
was sold with a matching set of 4 aluminum passenger cars [this is the famous Lionel
'Congressional' set], and the headed up a freight set. While the tuscan model is more prized by
most collectors, we actually see the green model less often. In the GG-1 received a new number,
For the first three years the engines were essentially repeats of the s, with the only significant
change being the numbers. Like the , the was a tuscan model, and the was green. But in , the
green was dropped, and the tuscan model's paint scheme was altered to match the
Pennsylvania's new paint style, with a single stripe down the side replacing the previous five
stripe appearance. The soldiered on for five more years, heading up a variety of freight and
passenger sets. At the very end of the production run the method for applying the stripes and
lettering was changed, with decals being used in place of rubber stamping. As a result, the
decoration of late GG-1s have a distinctive decal sheen around them. The early s with five
stripes and the later single-stripe version with decals are the hardest to find, with the stamped
single stripe models being most common. The green seems to be a particularly hard model to
find. Of the 17 s we have had at Trainz since , only two have been s. Like the and , many
five-stripe s have been restriped. The single-stripe s hold up very well over time, and the great
majority of them are still original. After , the GG-1 went into hibernation for 14 years. Focusing

on basic models at first, the MPC team became more daring as the s wore on, and by they felt
ready to bring back the GG The first of the reissued G's was a mild success. Essentially the
same as the , but without a horn, the sported two motors and Magnetraction. But the tuscan
color was a bit off, and the striping was not as crisp as that seen on Postwar GG-1s. Also, the
engine uses plastic gears in place of brass and metal gears used on all other GG-1s. The
following year Lionel corrected the mechanical problems, installing metal gears in the new
model, Lionel also broke new ground by offering the GG-1 in Penn Central colors, marking the
first time the GG-1 was not made in Pennsylvania markings. Actually, Penn Central 'color' might
be more descriptive, as the engine had a dull, all-black appearance. The was not a fast seller,
and many were repainted. It's a shame, as the is a great pulling engine, and the stark PC paint
scheme has a unique allure all its own. It could be that the Penn Central's bankruptcy in the s
soured the reception of the engine's release. Three years later, Lionel took another shot at the
GG-1, returning to Pennsylvania colors, producing the in green with gold stripes. The green was
painted with a gloss-enamel finish, giving the locomotive a polished appearance. The is
mechanically identical to the and can pull a tremendous number of cars. Recent releases of
GG-1s have lowered the values of all three engines. A longtime collector himself, Kughn sought
to return Lionel to its glory days. This meant bringing back the great engines of Lionel's past,
and this included the GG The first Modern-Era GG-1 was the Mechanically identical to the , the
was, like all MPC-era GG-1s, a limited production item, and like the MPC-era Gs the 's value has
declined in recent years. Operationally, like all other Lionel GG-1s it is a great running model,
but we have heard from operators that this engine has an extended breaking-in time, which is
important to remember if you ever purchase an unused model. Two years after the , the Amtrak
GG-1 was produced, pulling a matching set of 7 cars. Another dual-motor,
magnetraction-equipped model, the Amtrak 's unique paint scheme is a standout, and it looks
great at the head of its matching cars. Both the and have held their values relatively well
compared to some other modern-era GG-1s. This may be in part to their unique paint schemes,
which have not been repeated by Lionel. In the GG-1 made another appearance, this time in a
sharp silver and red-stripe combination. This paint scheme does have a prototype-the
Pennsylvania applied it to a couple engines while experimenting with new decoration styles in
the s. Like the and , the has dual motors and Magnetraction. Perhaps because it was made
without any matching cars, or the fact that newer, larger engines were beginning to overshadow
the GG-1 at this time, the is much less common than the or In terms of value, however, it is
about the same. In Lionel offered two GG-1s. The first, , was the first GG-1 equipped with
Lionel's new Trainmaster Command Control system, which allows for the operation of multiple
trains at one time on one track, using one controller. Like the , the received a prototypical
number It's other characteristics are similar to the previous GG-1s. This was the first Lionel
GG-1 produced in green with a single stripe, depicting the later paint scheme used by PRR in
the late s and s [all previous green GG-1s had 5 stripes]. The other GG-1 from was part of a
special release commemorating Lionel's Centennial. Called the Century Club, it consisted of
reissues of five classic locomotives from Lionel's Postwar era. While it is very similar to the
original in appearance, under the shell the is state of the art. This engine was also sold with a
special display case and paperwork which consisted of a certificate of authenticity and original
blueprints of the model. The Century Club was very popular. Ironically, today the limited-edition
is easier to find than the , which was included in the regular catalog. This is an ongoing line of
reissues of popular Lionel pieces from the s, '50s, and '60s. In Lionel produced set , which was
a rerun of the famed Congressional Limited set from Heading up this set was GG-1 , which was
numbered on the shell and had the sharp tuscan-andstripes motif. Like the from , the is
externally similar to the , but internally it has all advanced features with Railsounds, TMCC, dual
motors and magnetraction. Popular but expensive, the Congressional sold well, but the engine
is rarely found broken away from the set. Another member of the Postwar Celebration Series,
the is a is a reissue of the and is very similar to the from The primary difference is that the is
black, vs. It has the same mechanical features as the , with TMCC, Railsounds, dual motors, and
magnetraction. Perhaps because it was the fifth Pennsy GG-1 made in less than a decade, the
sold a bit slower than some of its predecessors. The would be the last GG-1 Lionel made using
the Postwar-era design for several years. When the GG-1 returned three years later, it would be
a radically different model. As Lionel's second century began, the company started to move
towards making more scale-proportioned models in response to increased competition from
companies such as MTH, Weaver, and 3 rd Rail. It was only natural that the famed GG-1 would
be a part of this new venture. The was the first of three different GG-1s introduced in Scale
length, with a level of detail never before seen on a Lionel G, the is a stunning model that
captures the sleek but hulking size of the GG-1 perfectly. It was also given a prototypical
number, , and was painted in the tuscan-and-single-stripe scheme used on PRR GG-1s in the

late s and s. Mechanically identical to the , the is painted in the classic dark green with 5 stripes
and numbered Based on the number of series Gs we have seen at Trainz, the appears to have
been the best-selling of the three engines. The third of the three new GG-1s was the , painted in
Penn Central's all black scheme and numbered Like the previous Penn Central GG-1 of the '70s,
the sold slower than its partners. The first was , painted in tuscan with 5 stripes. Also in '05, the
GG-1 was produced in a green with single stripe scheme, which is the motif used on PRR GG-1s
assigned to freight duty in the late s and '60s. The third GG-1 in was decorated in the sharp
silver, black and red scheme similar to that used on the GG-1 in Like the , the appears to have
been a slow seller, perhaps because many collectors believe it is not an authentic PRR paint
scheme. Actually it is, as the Pennsy applied it to a couple engines while experimenting with
new decoration styles in the s. With six massive and expensive GG-1s hitting the market within
two years, it appeared that Lionel would give the famous model a break, and indeed they
have-no command equipped or scale-sized GG-1 has been catalogued since the models. But in
late , Lionel announced the return of the GG-1 in a new, lower-priced Postwar reissue series,
called the Conventional Classics. The Conventional Classics are similar to the Postwar
Celebration Series in that they are reissues of popular models from the s and '50s. Unlike the
Celebration Series, however, the Conventional Classics do not have command control or
Railsounds [they do have a horn, however], and are intended to be operated using the same
control methods used with Postwar-era trains. Internally the Conventional Classics do have
modern features such as circuit boards. The is a reissue of the [the third reissue since ] and
heads up the 'W' passenger set, which is a remake of the original set from Externally it is very
similar to the from Along with the , Lionel also released the , which is painted in the tuscan and
five stripe scheme used on the Congressional Limited GG-1s. It is numbered on the side and is
very similar in outward appearance to the from Both Conventional Classics were hot sellers,
thanks to their affordable price and great looks. The original Postwar-Era GG-1s were packed in
plain brown corrugated boxes with the number stamped on the ends. The boxes have an inner
liner to hold the engines in place, with decorated brown paper wrapped around the engine itself.
The boxes have been reproduced, so care is needed to ensure that the box is original when
paying the price for an authentic box. The MPC-era GG-1s were all packed in rather oversized
boxes with pictures of the engine on the sides and ends. The boxes have Styrofoam liners and
with plastic bags to protect the engines. Early Modern-Era GG-1s [, , and ] came in orange and
blue Lionel boxes designed to replicate the original Lionel boxes of the s. This is ironic,
considering the Postwar GG-1s were never packed in orange and blue boxes. These boxes were
the same dimensions as the MPC-era boxes and had the same Styrofoam interiors. The Century
Club GG-1 was packed in a special blue outer box, with the orange and blue box inside of it. It
was also shipped along with the matching display case in a large shipping carton. The
Postwar-Celebration GG-1s have boxes like the ones used on early Modern-Era GG-1s, but they
have the special Postwar Celebration markings, and the outer boxes are not as thick and sturdy
as those used previously. They are plain brown on the outside with an inner liner and plastic to
wrap around the engine. All GG-1s were originally shipped with instruction sheets. The also
included a certificate of authenticity and original blueprints of the model. For over 60 years, the
GG-1 has been at the top of Lionel's locomotive offerings. The G's fierce power and still-modern
looks have made it a favorite for many collectors. The only challenge Lionel and other O Gauge
train makers face is to avoid repeating themselves. Lionel has now made the five stripe GG-1 in
twelve different model numbers since '47, and the alternative road names like Penn Central and
Amtrak did not sell well. But the success of the Conventional Classic GG-1s show that
enthusiasm for the engines remain strong, and we are sure to see more of these sleek classics
in the future. A comprehensive guide to Postwar Lionel. Lots of pictures and information.
Terrific source of information and reference. Much of the information in this article was obtained
through observations here at Trainz. Lionel's catalog listings were of great help as well. Alvin
Staufer's Pennsy Power [c. Newly-listed collectibles are viewable by everyone, but only a
Private Car member can purchase during the seven day preview period. Want the opportunity to
purchase our rarest and most exclusive collectible trains without waiting? Sign up for a Private
Car membership today! Ready to climb aboard? Make sure you have a free Trainz Rewards
account first, by clicking on the "Sign up and earn points! It's how we know to give you points
for your purchases, and how you create discount codes to use on your next shopping trip. Once
you're ready, click below! Home Lionel GG-1 Electrics. Lionel's Inspiration Photo courtesy of
Wikipedia. Why 'GG-1'?? Both engines were dropped after one year. Conclusion For over 60
years, the GG-1 has been at the top of Lionel's locomotive offerings. Tommy Feldman General
Manager, Trainz. Add to Cart. Out Of Stock! We will notify you when this product becomes
available. Availability Date:. Item added to cart! Item added to wishlist! Continue shopping Go to
cart Go to wishlist. Become a Premium Member. Premium Membership. What are Premium

Memberships? Intended for the serious collector, Trainz Premium Memberships earn more
points per dollar spent, and unlock exclusive benefits like Exclusive Preview access to
no-questions-asked returns and beyond. Learn More. Unlock Exclusive Preview Items. See
More. What benefits do I get? Learn More! How much does it cost? Our Premium Memberships
are available at two levels, with a monthly payment option and a discounted yearly rate. Check
pricing! Purchase First Class Membership. Purchase Now! Purchase Private Car membership. I
would like to hear it, but can't. When I press the horn button on the transformer, it does not
work. I've tried other transformers to see if that would correct it, but still doesn't. I took the shell
off, but from looking at everything inside there are no wires off or missing. The speaker looks
fine. Does anybody know why the horn does not work? Replies sorted oldest to newest. Did you
try reversing the wires from the transformer to the track? It's possible that the sound system is
wired backwards. Are the transformers all post war? The older disk rectifiers may not be
producing a sharp enough spike to trigger the horn. An external sound effects button should
work. When you actually get it to work it will not sound like a GG-1's horn. GG-1's used the
single chime Leslie A I pulled the sound board out mine and replaced it with a RS board
because I could't stand it the A isn't melodious but it is what was used. Thanks to all who have
replied. So coming to anwser, I think the board for the horn went bad. So it's just a running
engine, which I have no problem with. A lot of times trains with no sound and just running
sound fine. If it was a used GG-1 I would look for a broken wire or the sound potentiameter
located on the circuit board is set to extra low and need to turned up. Skip to main content.
Original Post. RoyBoy Member. Tell us what you are using for a transformer. P phillyreading
Member. Was this a new GG-1 or a used? Lee Fritz. Membership Required We're sorry. You
must be signed in to continue. Sign In or Register. Are you sure you want to remove from your
Block List? When you block a person, they can no longer invite you to a private message or
post to your profile wall. Finally, you'll never receive email notifications about content they
create or likes they designate for your content. Note: if you proceed, you will no longer be
following. Link copied to your clipboard. Skip to main content. Related: williams locomotives
lionel gg1 k-line gg1 williams gg1 scale mth gg1 weaver gg1 lionel f3 williams gg1 parts williams
steam locomotives williams ep5 lionel tank car. Include description. Not Specified 24 Items
Electric Locomotive 19 Items Steam Locomotive 1 Items 1. Diesel Locomotive 2 Items 2. Not
Specified 10 Items C Mint-Brand New 2 Items 2. C-8 Like New 4 Items 4. C-7 Excellent 3 Items 3.
C-6 Very Good 3 Items 3. Not Specified 14 Items Painted 5 Items 5. Light Function 4 Items 4.
Limited Edition 4 Items 4. Sound Function 4 Items 4. Not Specified 26 Items Green 8 Items 8.
Black 2 Items 2. Silver 2 Items 2. Gray 1 Items 1. Pink 1 Items 1. Not Specified 18 Items Yes 3
Items 3. No 7 Items 7. Not Specified 22 Items Bachmann 2 Items 2. Williams 30 Items Vehicle
Type. Locomotive 12 Items Not Specified 20 Items State of Assembly. New 18 Items Used 14
Items Please provide a valid price range. Buying Format. All Listings Accepts Offers Auction 3.
Buy It Now Item Location. US Only. North America. Delivery Options. Free International
Shipping. Show only. Free Returns. Returns Accepted. Authorized Seller. Completed Items. Sold
Items. Authenticity Guarantee. More filters Any Condition New Used. Any Free International
Shipping. Gallery View Customize. Buy It Now. Benefits charity. Shipping not specified. Leave
feedback about your eBay search experience - opens in new window or tab. This page was last
updated: Feb Number of bids and bid amounts may be slightly out of date. See each listing for
international shipping options and costs. I have used this website for guidance with a lot of my
Lionel problems and I come to you today with a problem that I cannot solve due to the
complexity of the wiring. I recently bought a GG1 from a woman. She said that she sent it for
repairs and that the repairman fixed the engine. I took the engine home to open it up after I
found out that the engine was a little sluggish and did not run perfectly. Keep in mind since it's
a it has dual motors and should run fast. I open the engine up and its a monstrosity of wires on
a level that I've never seen in any other Lionel engine I've worked on. To get straight to the
point, the repair guy did a terrible job and I had to clean the engine and rewire some wires. After
rewiring, the engine operates reverse, neutral, and forward while going at high speeds. The
biggest problems I am having is that the engine after a while overheats and begins to slow
down. I can't figure out what is causing the shell to overheat and slow the engine down Another
problem is that I cannot figure out how to fix this horn. I've tested the horn and it works and
buzzes and I've tested the Relay and it moves normally as should, I've narrowed it down to
wiring and I can't figure out how to wire this. This is not as simple as a DC santa fe horn unit.
Does anybody have a picture or have guidance for these two problems? I can provide pic
bmw wiring harness
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tures if needed. Here is the service manual for the GG1 with the wiring diagram. Double check
all wiring against the schematic. With proper wiring, the horn should operate properly, unless
the whistle rectifier in your transformer is bad. Make sure the motors have been cleaned and
lubed properly. Skip to main content. Hello everyone, I have used this website for guidance with
a lot of my Lionel problems and I come to you today with a problem that I cannot solve due to
the complexity of the wiring. Original Post. T TrainLarry Member. Files 1. Membership Required
We're sorry. You must be signed in to continue. Sign In or Register. Are you sure you want to
remove from your Block List? When you block a person, they can no longer invite you to a
private message or post to your profile wall. Finally, you'll never receive email notifications
about content they create or likes they designate for your content. Note: if you proceed, you will
no longer be following. Link copied to your clipboard.

